6AT EVOLUTION MULTISERVICE POKE
THRU DEVICES
6AT | Wiremold

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Designed for retrofit and new construction, Evolution Series 6" PokeThru devices provide convenient access to
power, communications, and audio/video services recessed below floor level  providing maximum device protection.
With 3gangs of capacity that allow you to configure services for the needs of your space, services can be placed in
any location within the unit. The lowprofile durable metal covers are available in six powdercoated finishes and
three durable finishes, designed to match any space. The cover also features sliding doors that allow cables to
neatly egress from the unit, protecting cables while reducing tripping hazards. Evolution Series 6" PokeThru devices
are the perfect fit for meeting and training rooms, classrooms, healthcare facilities or commercial buildings with
openspace architecture.
Recessed devices: All power, communication, and A/V devices are recessed below floor level, providing
maximum protection and device longevity.
Open system design provides maximum flexibility for power and communication device
configurations: The 6AT Series accepts a wide variety of industry standard power, communication, or A/V
devices from most manufacturers.
Aluminium cover assemblies: The Evolution Series pokethru design includes all metal diecast aluminium
cover assemblies, with two unique springloaded slide egress doors. Available in surface style and flush
style in standard finishes of brass, gray, black, nickel, bronze, and aluminium and durable finishes of
brushed aluminum, satin brass, and satin nickel to seamlessly match your environment.
Added furniture feed capacity: The 6ATCFF Series PokeThru Device offers the largest dual service
furniture feed capability on the market.
Audio/video unit: The 6AT Series is available in a dedicated A/V version. Prewired with one 20A duplex
receptacle and designed to accept the Extron® Electronics AAP and MAAP Series device lines.
Meets ADA accessibility guidelines: Wide trim flange is designed to meet the ADA Accessibility
Guidelines as it pertains to ADA Standard 4.5 which addresses changes in floor and ground surface levels.
The pokethru trim flanges are beveled so the slope is no greater than 1:2 ratio.
Suitable for use in air handling spaces: In accordance with Sec 30022(C) of the National Electrical
Code.
UL Listed and UL fire classified to U.S. and Canadian safety standards: UL Fire rated for up to 2hour
rated floors maintains the fire classification of the floor.

SPECIFICATIONS
GENERAL INFO
Product Series: Evolution
Type: MultiService

SPECIFICATIONS
GENERAL INFO
Product Series: Evolution
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Component Type: Full Assemblies
DIMENSIONS
Hole Size: 6"
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